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ABSTRACT
David Gauld [2] proved that in many familiar cases the upper semi-finite
topology on the set of closed subsets of a space is the largest topology making the
coincidence function continuous, when the collection of functions is given the
graph topology. For a o>O and for continuous maps f, g: X-? Y, where X,Y are
metric spaces, by taking the o-coincidence set to consist of points x for which f(x)
and g(x) lie at a distance less than or equal too, we obtain various results of Gauld
in the new setting.
Key Words and Phrases . Graph topology, Upper semifinite topology, Coincidence
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1. Introduction. For metric spaces X, Y the collection cef!: (X, Y) of
continuous maps from a metric space X to a metric space Y i!3 equipped with the
graph toplogy: The family { <W> IWis an open set of XxY}, where
< W> := {/' E :::fl (X, Y) Igraph
off is contained in W}
forms a basis for this toplogy [4].
Leth: X-;} Y be a continuous map from a metric space X to a metric space
Y. Then for a continuous map f: X-;}Y, the conicidence set 'Vhlf> consists of those
points of x at whichfand h agree. Because "l'hlf> E s(X), a map "1'h:cef/:(X,Y)-7SX can
be defined which sends f E cef!: (X, Y) to the coincidence set off and h. In [2], Gauld
studied the variation "l'h(f) with f Also the continuity of the coincidence. function
x: ~ (X, Y) x ~ (X, Y)-;}SX sending (f, h) to their coincidence set is considered.
For a real number o>O, we let the o-coincidence set D(f,h) be the set

rr

D(f,h)= {xEXI d(f(x),g(x))~o}

e;;

and for an element hE
(X, Y), define a map
Dh:Ecef/: (X,Y)-;}SX.
which sends an element fE cef!: (X, Y) to the o-coincidence set of f and h. The ocoincidence function D is defined in a similar way. In· section 2 of this paper we
prove continuity of the map Dh and o-coincidence function D. Finally we transfer
some results of Gauld in this new setting in section 3 of this paper.
For terms and definition not explained here, we refer to [1,2].
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2. Variation of coincidence Sets. Throghout the section X, Y are metric
spaces. The section begins with the following definitions :
Definition 1. Let/; h: X->Ybe two continuous maps whereX,Yare metric spaces.
The set Dpi={xEXld(f(x),g(x)):S;o}
is called the 8-coincidence set off and h.
Note that Df,h is a closed set of X.
The 8-coincidence 'set and the coincidence set of two maps, t h :X--7 Y are
different. For 8=0, two sets are the same.
Definition 2. The map D: e'J(X,Y)xe'J(X,Y)-7/7 defined by
D(tg)

= {xEXld(f(x),g(x))S' 8}

is called the 8-coincidence function.
If h is fixed then the res~riction of the map D to cf}: (X, Y) x {h} = ciJ, (X, Y) is
denoted by Dh . For 8=0, D and Dh are easily seen to be the maps x and 'l'h as
described in [2].
Theorem 1. Let h:X-7Y be a continuous map from a metric space X to a metric
space Y. If &CX,Y) is toplogized with the graph topology and /7by the upper semifinite topology then
Dh: & (X,Y)-7/7 is continuous.

Proof. Let Vbe an open set of X. Take f E V-/[V] . Then
D(f;h)= {xEXld(f(x), h(x))~8}~V.
Take U=VxYu{(x,y)EXXYld(y,h(x))>o}.

Then fE<U>cDh 1 [V].

3. Upper Semi-Finite Topology and Continuity of D(Dh)
Definition 3. Let X, Ybe metric spaces. A homotopy H:XXl-7Yis called 8-active
if d(H(x,t)), H(x,0))>8 for all x E X and tE (0,1] where I denotes the unit closed
interval of the real line R with the subspace toplogy.
Let H:XXl-7Ybe a 8-active homotopy. We recall the map
"CH:eJ(X,1) -7e7'(X,Y) defined by'tJi(a)=H(x, a(x)); where a E <Y'CX,J) andxEX [2].
Denote by H 0, the restriction of H to the baseXx{O}. Identify Xx{O} withX and
note that DH0 D"CH=a, where a

:v (X,1) -7/7 maps a to its zero set. Since for a

perfectly normal space X the upper semi-finite toplogy is the largest toplogy on SK
making a continuous [See 2, Prop. 1.4], we conclude the following:
Let X be a perfectly normal space and H:XXl-7Y be a 8-active homotopy.
Then the upper semi-finite topology is the largest topology on

SK making

DH0

continuous.
Call a path a in X, to be 8-non overlapping if d (a(t),a(O))>o for any tE (0,1].
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A space Xis said to have the property W (o-strong) if there exists a o-active
deformation of X i.e. there is a o-active homotopy H:Xxl -> X satisfying that F.L 0 =lx.
We obtain the analogues of corollaries 2.6 and 2. 7 of [2] as follows:
Let X be a perfectly normal space. Then che upper semi-finie topology on
Q( is the largest topology making Dh continuous provided either of the following
holds:
(a)
Y has the property W (8-strong).
(b)
h:X->Y is a constant map and Y has a &-non-overlapping path
beginning from the image point of h.
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